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Quest is now a Cadgroup Company 
 

Sydney, May 5,2023 Quest Construction Software Pty Ltd and Cadgroup Australia Pty Ltd Announced 

their Merger to Create a Leader in Australian AEC (Architectural, Engineering and Construction) Design 

and Operations Software Solutions.  

 

Quest and Cadgroup two leading software service providers, are pleased to announce their merger, 

creating a leader in the Australian market. Cadgroup will combine the strengths and resources of both 

companies to drive innovation, expand market reach, and deliver enhanced value to customers, 

employees, and shareholders. 

 

The merger brings together Quest's software implementation expertise in construction and Cadgroup's 

leadership in design and manufacturing software, creating a comprehensive and diversified team that will 

serve a wide range of customers and markets throughout Australia. The combined company will have an 

expanded product portfolio, increased geographic presence, and a larger customer base, positioning it as a 

dominant player in the design, manufacturing and construction software industry. 

 

“We have increased Cadgroup’s service and support offering to include the growing Australian 

construction technology market. With Eric Silcott’s leadership, Cadgroup is in position to build on our 

current strength of Customer-First Focus using the best technologies in market,” says Ibrahim Thanawalla 

(Managing Director, Cadgroup)   

 

“With Cadgroup’s depth in the architectural and manufacturing technology space, the industry now has a 

technology partner that spans three major disciplines – able to support start-ups to tier-one businesses 

across Australia. We are excited to expand to a truly national business, now with representation in every 

state,” says Eric Silcott, (Founder, Quest) 

 

The merger is expected to create synergies and efficiencies through the consolidation of operations, 

procurement, and other functions, resulting in enhanced competitiveness and profitability. The combined 

company will also invest in research and development to drive innovation and bring new products and 

solutions to the market, further strengthening its position as an Australian leader in the industry. 

 

About Quest Construction Software 

Quest is a leading construction solution provider, known for its expertise in implementation and technical 

services focused on construction. With a history spanning over twenty years, Quest has built a strong 

reputation for delivering high-quality services to customers through-out APAC. 

 

About Cadgroup Australia 

Cadgroup is an Australian leader in the architectural and engineering software solutions, recognized for 

its leadership as a Platinum Autodesk Partner for thirty-three years. Cadgroup has been at the forefront of 

innovation, driving advancements in the architectural and engineering design software and serving a 

diverse customer base. 

 

 


